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diate cause of thE:: decline which has again set in is 
to be looked for in the war, though, as the report 
points out, the end of the war cannot of itself be 
ex?ected to remedy the evil. A special1y serious 
feature of the present situation is that the progressive 

now going on comes at the end of a series of 
years, during which tRe number of entrants has been 
altogether insufficient for the needs of the country. 
The report states emphatically that there is no hope 
of meeting this shortage except by a substantial in
crease in the salaries of adult teachers and by a general 
improvement in the prospects of the teaching profes
sion. There is little hope at present of securing al1 
increase in the length of the school-life of elementary. 
school pupils or of redu,cing the size of 
measures of crying both improve. 
ments depend upon an increased supply of teachers. 

AN interesting and suggestive address on "A Lon. 
doner's Opportunity in Commerce," under the auspices 
of the Education Committee ,of the London County 
G0uncil, was recently delivered in the Kingsway Hall 
to the students of the educational institutions in 
London by Minister of Labour, the Rt. Hon, 
G. H. Roberts. The address dealt with the much
increased facilities now offered in London for the due 
education and training of those engaged in commerce, 
and it appeared that there were now in attendance as 
many as !oo,ooo students in fifty-nine senior and 
ninety-eight junior institutes. The Minister pleaded 
that full opportunity of a generous education based 
upon liberal Jines should be available for all the 
children of the Dation. Talent was widely diffused, 
and was centred in no particular stratum of society. 
The future abides with those peoples whose standard 
of education, both technical and moral, is of the 
highest order. The State must devise some means 
of ensuring ,that n(l child is w<\sted. Scientific train
ing, not only vocational, but to fit the child for his 
full duties as a citizen, was indispensable if tl).e 
nation is to be in a position to meet successfully the 
ci'ucialproblems and the severe competition which will 
inevitably arise at the close of the war. There must 
be a closer union and identification of interests be
tween employer and employed and of Government 
departments concerned with the problems of l,abour 
and education, since the one reacts upon the other. 
If, this be ensured, along with the diffusion of educa
tion amongst all classes of the community, the future 
of the country will give no cause for anxiety, since 
the British people, with their great traditions, and 
keen to exercise their great qualities, need not fear 
the rivalrv of any existing race in the world. Out of 
the horrible evil which the war has brought in its 
train some good has at least arisen, since it has 
awakened our people to the value of education and 
to the necessitv for measures to give it full and fruit-
ful effect. • 
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Society, May ]. ]. Thomson, presi
dent, in the ]. Joly: Methud of avoid
ing collision at sea. The method of avoiding collision 
at sea now proposed involves the determination of 
distance between ship and ship at regulated intervals 
by means of synchronised signals (preferably wireless 
and submarine). The principle involved is that ships 
which are advancing so as to collide approach one 
another with constant velocitv, i.e. the relative velocitv 
is constant. If they are going to pass clear the rela
tive velocity is not constant, diminishing to nothing 
when the vessels are at the passing distance, and then 
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changing sign. The paper embodies tables and curves 
showing the variations uf relative velocity for different 
passing distances. Assuming that a quarter of a sea
mile is distinguishable by the use of synchronised 
signals, the method appears to be certainly available 
for a passing distance of half a mile. Mechanical aids 
towards increasing the trustworthiness of observations 
and facilitating them are described. The a<ivantages 
of the method are chiefly that it involves no special 
inter-communication between ship and ship (other than 
the regulated synchronised signal supposed to be 
emitted by all vessels navigating in fog or thick 
weather), and that the distance separating the vessels 
is necessarily kept. uIJdet observation throughout . .:..,. 
Dr. R. A, Houston: A" statistical, survev of colour 
vision. The colour vision of seventy-nine students 
was tested by the, method of Dr;. Edridge-Green's 
colour-perception spectrometer. Three of. the seventy
nine were, found to be colour-blind. The number of 
observers containing a given number of. patches was 
plotted against the. latter, and a frequency curve 
obtained. If the Young-Hehnholtz theory is true, this 
curve should have two maxima, one for normal colour 
vision and one for dichromatislit. The results show; 
however, that normal colour vision has quite enough 
" scatter" to explain colour blindness as an, outlying 
portion of itself, and that it is not necessary to assume 
the existence of a, separate maximuIll. Various points 
of interest in connection with the observations -are 
discussed, and it is suggested that a more extensive 
survey made on similar Jines at different places might 
settle definitely once for all the vexed question of 
colour-vision theO!;y.--,--Dr. A. E. Everest: The pro
duction of anthocyanins and ,anthocyanidins. Part iii. 
The paper is a continution of the author's previous 
work, and' deals with the mode of formation, in 
Nature, of the anthocyanin pigments: _ Available data 
concerning the co-existence of anthocyans and flavonol 
derivative,s are, discussed, and preIim.inary experiments 
with a, view to the elucidation of the manner in which 
the anthocyanin pigments are formed in plants, are 
descrii:)ed. For the first time direct chemical evidence 
is' recorded which supports the .prevailing view that 
the anthocyanin pigments arep.roduced in Nature 'Via 
flavonol derivatives, it being. shown, with a, very 
siperable degree of certainty, that in the flowers 
examined (purple-black viola) the anthocyanin pig
ment exists side bv side with a giucoside of the 
flavonol derivative, from which the anthocyan would 
be produced bv reduction. The, isolation, from ,the 
purple-black viola (Sutton 's Black Knight") of a 
pigment identical with Willstatter's violanin, and 
experiments to show the presence of a myricetin 
glucoside in the same flower. are described. 

Physical Society, Mav !O.-Prof. C. H. presi
dent, in the S. Chapman: The times of 
sudden commencement of magnetic The paper 
is a discussion from a new view-point of the data, 
collected bv Dr. Bauer, for fifteen magnetic storms. 
Maunder's work on the recurrence of magnetic storms 
at intervals equal to the rotation period ,{)f ' the sun 
Slll:(gests that storms are due to some solar agent trans
mitted along narrow, well-defined strearns.issuiFlgfrom 
and rotating with the sun. This suggests the view 
that the relative time of commencement of a storm 
at different stations depends mainly on the orientation 
of the latter at the time relative to the sun', i.e. on 
the local time at the station. This forms the basis 
of the classification in 'the H. S. AUen: 
The entropy of a metal. An expression for the entropy 
of ohe gram atom of a substance in the solid - state 
has been given bv Ratnowsky_ In a communication 
to the Physical Society in ICJI6 the author gave the 
correct fOfm of the approximation required for high 
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valu,"s of the absolute temperature 10 terms of 
Bern.oulli's numbers. The data required for testing 
the formula have been supplied in a recent paper by 
Lewis and. Gibson, who have given values for the 
entropy ()f the elements under the conditi.on of constant 
volume, and also under constant pressure. These 
values were deduced from observations on the specific 
heat assuming the truth of the heat theoren\ of Nernst, 
that the entropy of every actual substance in the pure 
state is zero at the absolute zero of .temperature. It 
is found that the formula of Ratoowsky gives values 
for the entropy of a solid in very close agl-eement 
with those obtained by Lewis and Gibson . The hypo
theses assumed in the theory of Ra.tnowsky dis_ 
cussed, and the conclusi.on is drawn that these are 
probably justified as being at least approximately true. 
-T. Smith: Tracing rays through an optical system. 

CAMBRIDGE. 

Philosophical Society, May 20.-r-rof. Marr, president, 
in the chair.-B. Sahni: The branching of the 
zygopteridean leaf, and its relation to the probable 
pinna-nature of Gyropteris sinuosa, Goeppert. (I) The 
supposed quadriseriate "pinnre" of ' forms like 
Stauropteris and Metaclepsydropsis are Tertiary 
raches, the vascular strands of the secondary [aches 
(pinna-trace-bar, Gordon) being completely embedded 
in the cortex 01 the primary rachis. All Zygopteridere, 
therefore, have a single row of pinnreon' each side of 
the leaf. (2) This revives the suggestion that Gyro
pteris sinHosa, Goepp., is a free secondary rachis' of a 
form like Metaclepsydropsis. (3) The genus Clepsy
dropsis should include Ankyropteris, because (a) a 
fossil described in 1915 (Mrs. Osborn, BI-it. Assoc. Rep., 
p. 727) combines the leaf-trace of Clepsydropsis with 
the stem of Ankyrdpteris, the leaf-trace in both aris
ing as a d.osed ring; (b) in C. antiqua, Ung., also the 
leaf-trace arose similarly, .as shown by a section 
figured by B ertrand (Progressus, 1912, Fig: 21, p. 228), 
in which a row of small tracheides connecting the inner 
r pds of the peripheral _ loops represents those lining 
the ring before it became c1epsydroi(i by median con
striction . ....,... The structure of Tmesipteris Vieillardi, 
Dang. The most primitive (least reduced) of the Psilo
tales. Specifically distinct from T. taniunsis in 
(I) erect terrestrial habit, (2) distinct vascular supply to 
scale-leaves, (3) medullary xylem in lower part of 
aerial stem.-Acmopyle, a 'monotypic New Caledonian 
Podocarp. Indistinguishable from Podocarpus in 
babit, vegefative anatomy, drupaceous seed, mega
spore membrane, young embryo, male cone, stamen, 

pollen, and probably" malegame.tophyte. 
:::hief. differences I) Seed nearly erect;. (2) ,epima
tium nowhere . free .from integument, even partaking 

. in formation- of micropyle; (3) outer flesh with a c.on
tinuous tra chea: mantle covel'ing the basal tW'o-thirds 
of the stone. 

treatment leads to the desired end by assuming the 
results of the Gaussian first approximation: In the 
present paper the order of development is reversed and 
a self-contabed theory is obtained. This has the 
advantage of greater 'simplicity and directness, and 
it also makes clearer the actual degree of approxima
tion, which would concprn fhe development to a still 
higher order if required. The conditions for this 
further development are indicated. The aberrations 
for a mirror system are deduced directly from those 
for a refractinl'( system 

]loyal Dublin Society, May 28.- Prof. J. A. McClel
laud in the chair.-Dr. W. E. Adeney and H. G. 
Becker: The rate of solution' of atmospheric nitrogen 
and oxygen by water. Part i. :. The 
by thin films of water. In t1llscpmml!RlCatlOn the 
authors deal with the question of the rlite at which 
atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen are dissolved by · the 
surface layer of a quiescent body of 'water, apart from 
that of the rate at which the same gases 
pass downwards through the lower fayers of the water. 
A new method of studying the rate of solution of these 
ga:ses by the is to them· i.n 
thm films Isdescnbed and ·dlscussed. I he method 

to' give accurate and important results.-Dr. 
G. H. Pethybridge and H. A.Lafferty: A disease of 
flax seedfings caused by a species of Colletotri.chum 
and transmitted bv infected seed. The disease 
described was submitted as a form of .. yellowing," 
but has proved to be one of , "damping-.off" tYl?e. 
The parasitic fungus is as. a. new speCles 
under the name of Colletotrtchum ltmcolom. Dor
mant mycelium is present within the ot
the seed-coat of affected seeds, and seedlmg mfectlOn 
occurs from this durincr or subsequent to germination. 
Disinfection of the with formalin ' and with 
hydrogen peroxide gave good results, but ,did not 
entirely suppress the disease. Infected seed been 
found in samples coming from Japan, RUSSia, Hoi
land, Ireland, Canada, and the United States of 
America. 

PARIS. 

of Sciences, May 27.- M. P. !"ainleve. in 
the chair.- G. Bigcurdan: The astronomIcal statIOn 
of the Colle cre of Clermont (first period) and the 
astronomical "expedition to Siam. History.of work 
done at this station between 1652 ;:Ind 1685, and an 
account of the astronomical expedition to Siam in 
1687.-H. Le Chatelier B.Bogitch.: Tne 
the B6nell ball for test1l1g eonstrucilOn. 
For cements 'and silica bricks the. method ls· modlfied 
by i'ntroducing. a thin sheet of foil. betweep the 
and the matenal · uf\der test, ,beIng 
then measured on ' !he foil. Prehm1l1ary expenments 
with blocks .of-Iead .and -copper proved' that th e-
of the foil did n6t modify the diameter of the Im
prints. Tests with cement, silica brick, and 

DUBLIN. clay brick showed that the variatIons from the mean 
Royal Irish Academy, May 13.-'---The Most Rev. J. H. were much less than in the usual crushing' test. The 

bernard, president, in the chair. - J. A. McClelland fact was. brought ou.t the opposite of the 
and J. Enright: Some properties of large ions. The same brick often show marked differences III hard
paper deals mainly with the determina tion of certain ness.-C. de la Vallee poussin: The maximum of the 
constants in connection with large ions. One con- rr1,odulus of the ' differential , of .a trigonometrical ex
stant, for example, is measured, showing the rate pression 'of limited order and modulus.-M. Ba.I1and-: 
at which small ions are attached to uncharged nuclei YVheat substitutes in munition bread. Details of 
so as to form the large ions. The rates of re- results with seventeen substitutes for wheat in bread 
combination of larf'e ions a nd of large a nd small ions are given. -;--M. Bra'C'het was elected a 
are measured, and al so th" average charge on the for the section of anatomy flnd zoolog\' 111 successl<!n 
large ions. h) the late ]\1.' Martinet: Syntheses III 

May 27.-The Most R ev. J. H. Bernard, president, I the a_mtphthindolst'ries.- -Mrrie. Karen Bramson: The 
in the C. Plummer: The symmetrical opticli j manufacture of paper pulp from.· dead . Ie(l'les. 
instrument. Schwarzsrhild has discussed . the third-

j 
paper pulp ncqUlred bv France III - a!1 average yea! 

order errors .of a symmetrical optical instrument on amounts to about one-tenth that obtainable the 
the basis .of Hamilton's cha racteristic function. This : d 'ad leaves produced. As by-products 1000 lu\ograms 
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of leaves would give 200 kilograms of pure 
30 kilograms of tar, 1 kilognnL of acetIc aCId, 

600 grams of acetone.-C. Galame and C. Houl
bert: The carbonisation and distillation of peat, saw
dust house refuse, and other light organic produc.ts. 
A process of distillation is described with 
rotary retorts, securing uniformity of 
with recovery of gas and by-products.-H. Cohn and 
Mlle. Y. Trouard Qiolle: The graft of the sunflower 
on the Jerusalem artichoke.-F. Morvillez: The leaf
trace of the Chrysobalan::e.-A. Guilliermond: Mito
chondria and vacuolar system. 

MELBOURNE. 

Qoyal Society of Victoria, April !I.-Mr. J. A. Ker
shaw, president, in the chair.-Miss A. Osborne: An 
abnormality of the frog, Hyla aurea. Although 
abnormalities in the arrangement of th8 anterior 
veins are fairly common in this genus, a departure 
from type' is more rare in the case of the posterior 
vessels. In the specimen described there were two 
right renal portal veins, one connecting with the iliac 
in the ordinary way, the other-apparently due to 
longitudinal splitting' of the original single vessel
draining the posterior pelvic region, from which there 
was a rather more developed venous system than is 
usual. 
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